THB SEEDS IN THE CONTAINBR:
METAPHORS OF CONCEPTION AND KINSHIP
IN RURAL BANGLADESH
Heli Uusikylä

This article discusses the concepts and metaphors of conception and kinship among
the Muslim villagers in rural Bangladesh. I aim to connect the metaphors of kinship
and gender to the broader understanding of the key ideas about fertility, social
reproduction and continuity of life. I will distinguish two separate, yet related topics:
sexual and social reproduction. To some extent, the former topic presupposes the
latterand vice versa. Sexual and social reproduction are inextricably linked, though
not in a straightforward and an unproblematic way. The subject is a part of my
dissertation project dealing with family planning and fertility practises in a Bangladeshi village. My work is based on antluopological fieldwork in Bangladesh in
lgg1-lgg7 and especially examines Muslim women in the village of Mayapara
(a pseudonym).

Delaney (1991: 183) argues that the meaning of ideas about procreation and
fertility derive from their place in a specific cosmological and religious system. She
continues that in the Islamic theory of procreation, men are believed to be generative
lffomen in contrasts arc repreagents when they provide the 'seed' for procreation.
sented, as 'soil' which can be either fertile or barren.
She describes fertile women as passive receivers of the seed-child, who provide a generalised medium of nurn¡re which helps to make it grow. Nourishing is
often seen as a passive state or non-action (Delaney 1991; Inhom 1996; Kotalova
1993; Dube lggT). Delaney (1991) and Inhom (1996) have concluded from their

work in Turkey and Egypt, that the Islamic procreation theory is monogenetic i.e.
Allah, created the world, and the male recreates Allah's creation leaving only a little
space for women. I argue fhat there is no overall Islamic procreation theory that can
be found anywhere in the Islamic world or among the Muslims, but the theories of
conception and procreation are always contextualised. I suggest that the speculations
on procreation among the Muslim villagers in Mayapara arc mainly duogenetic. As
I will show, rhe villagers of Mayapara suggest that the continuity of life is predicted
first by Allah and then a combination of female and male substances. The imagining
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among the Muslim villagers
and expressing felatedness between females and males

ofMayaparaislargelyanexerciseinimagininggendercomplementarity.Thespecamong the Bangladeshi
ulation on and naffation of conception and procreation
and ostör (1976) have
Muslim villagers are mainly the same as those Fruzzetui
As I will show, there is a
indicated among the Bengali Hindus in ïvest-Bengal.

for the conception of
duality of transformation and the transmission of the substance
person, a child.
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cultivared the land and had lots of children. All of their childrcn were bom in Mocca
and besides Kabel and Habel, they had many daughters and sons, and all the peoples
were two brothers.
Çaill or lhe world a¡e dcscended from them. Habil and Kabil
ilabit took rlre way of the Hindus and Kabil took the v,ay of Muslims. They u'ere sons
of Bibi Hov'a and Adom,

The villagers of Mayapara consider earth to be the origin of the man, i.e. Adom,
and the source of power and strength. Eafh is the substance which provides the
food and basic elements of rural economy. (Thorp 1982.)
As in many other cultures, there is also a deep analogy befrveen land and
human fertility in Bangladesh. The wife is regafded as a field (khetra, mat) in which
the husband sows his seeds (årJ, sukra). As the earth yields its moisture, its generative strength, sakti, becomes paft of the crops grown in it. So the mother provides
the foetus with juice or female semen (ras) and menstrual blood, which gives
strength and power to the gro\r,ing child. After the bifh, the female ingredients form
the milk (dudh) the mother Provides for the child. Young, single lvomen af€ sometimes referred to as 'non-cultivated' land and old single women as 'waste-land'
'Land without cultivation is like a woman without husband', the villagers said. (See

-

also Kotalova 1993.)

The idea

of an analogical relationship

between human fertility and land also

appears in Hinduism, and Muslim and Hindu views arc divinely ordered and inseparable. In Hinduism earth is analogous to the female generative foren, sakti,
which the male as a cultivator is requested to release. In Bengali culture (except
among some tribes) cultivation is men's wofk and women do not touch the plough.
According to Maloney, Azizandsarker (1981: l2), the plough (langgal) is a sym-

bol of the male organ (lingga)

as

it pierces the mother earth.

ln Mayapara, as well as in other parts of Bengal, women may weed or harvest,
but not plough. Muslim villagers believe that women should not enter the field
because they might pollute it. Any failure in cultivation and crops is associated with
women's pollution. In Mayapara paddy fields are divided with low banks and
women use these banks as their paths when they visit neighbouring hamlets (para).
Main roads and paths afe not suitable for them because of seclusion rules. Some
religious men condernned \Momen for the destruc¡ion of the soil and causing crop
failure because of the increasing transfer of female labour from villages to town and
garments factories. They argued that economic independence for women is undesirable because it may give them a comparable or even superior status, which was not
God's will.
Marriage and sexual life, which in the villagers' nanatives arc seen to go together, are usually metaphorised. In addition to talking about the images of fields,
seeds and the soil, vessels and bearers of the vessels are often used in this context.
Vy'hen a man marries, his line (bongsho) is established, so it could be said tlut
it is the wife who completes and accomplishes the line. The bridegroom is called a
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patra meaning a vessel and patri meaning 'she who installs the vessel'. According to Fruzzetti (1998), 'Men give to receive and \r'omen

patra

and the bride a patri,

line' and 'Women afe the fields,
land'. In sexual intercourse the
to
the
the eaÍh, men cultivate and bring culn¡r€
husband's seed (å¡, is received and accepted by the wife. The wife is the vessel' the

are exchanged to tie men to each other thfough the

earth, in which the seed is planted or stored while it grows.
The Bengali word for womb is gorbho, which means a granary, a containel or
a store. Pregnant women are called gorbhoti manus, people with a granary. After
conception, the womb is seen as veiled (parda). tn the veiled womb, the female and
male semen become blood and which develops through the mother's nourishment
and blood. The foetus is the result of both maternal and patemal contibutions and
collaboration. The wife receives her husband's seed and increases the blood of the

child that is growing in the uterus.
According to Fruzzetti and Östör (1976t l2l) and Maloney, Azn and sarker
(1981), the mother contributes the saldi, the generative strength and the power of
mother and earth to the child. ,S¿lcli is a combination of powef, force, ability and affection - which a¡e also seen as conditions for the growth of the foetus' Both
parents determine the completed child and its sex. In this developing process' the
mother complements the father at every step and gives stfength to the bones, the
flesh and the blood of the coming child.
The husband sows th€ seed and the wife is said to bear the fruit (påol) until it
becomes too heavy and falls3 down, cutting its tie with the earth (Fruzzeni & Östör

lg76).The placenta is called a flower tphut) and it mediates the nuftition to the
child. The mother{o-be is fed by the husband and his [ine, but the child consumes
the nutrition transformed by the mother (see also Menet-Balkos 1998).
The umbilical cord is called a root of the whole body (shara shariler mu[).
Before the birth, the root is considered to belong to the mother, but when the baby
and the placenta are delivered, the cord belongs to the baby. One widely used metaphor for birth spacing is that 'if you have banana plants too close to each other the
fruits grow weak' meaning that if you have too many child¡en too close together the
children are bom weak and are likely to die.
Women are also commonly refened to as fruit trees. When Hamida Kathon
reached her menopause, hef husband announced that
the tree inside my wife is dead, what is the use of this woman. ÏVhen a woman becomes old, nothing can be done, she does not bea¡ any fruits but old banana and
mango trees continue bearing, even if some branches are cut, it can recover itself.
3

Miscarriage and delivery are described as a 'fall of the child' in Bengal' Jeffery, Jeffery &
Lyon(t989)havereported rhat the same ph,rase is also used in North lndia. In addition to
dãi, another Bengali word for midwife, dhoruni, means lilerally 'the one who catches lhe
falling baby', When a baby is abou¡ to come out and its head is out, the women ask the
midwife or elder female relatives 'to catch the falling child' bacha dhoro, bacha dhoro.
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Fig. /. The nalional family planning progranìme in Bangladesh uses mctaphors and symbols
of land and fertility to motivate people to use birth control methods. This poster guides
couples to kccp enough space between rice plants and children to have healthy results.
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The midwife (dai) of Mayapara used same meAphor when we talked about complicated deliveries:
Ifrhe delivery is difficutt and both mother and child ale in danger, it's betler to
lhe tree than the fruit'

Eave

TWO COMPLEMENTARY SEMENS
Male Semen (bii, bìrio)
Most of the villagers believe that male semen is made of blood, which originates in
the head (mata)and flows down the spinal column. One drop of semen may contain
over 50 drops of blood. Blood is considefed to give the stfength and power to
semen. For conception, both male semen (bii, birio) and female semen (ras) must
combine and these ransmit the essential substances that distinguish one hereditary
group or casle (jati) and line (bangso\ from each other.
The core substance of kinship in local pefceptions is blood, and the mâjor contribution to blood is food. Blood is considered to be transformed food, especially
rice and meat. Those people who do not eat enough rice and meat have less blood,
they are not fertile, and their bodies become cold and dry.
Sexual appetite and potency is considered to depend on food, which is divided
into hot (garam)and cold (thanda) foods. Hot foods are basically those with animal
proteins like meat, especially beef, eggs, milk, fat fish, and onions and especially

honey. These food items are believe.d to excite the body and the mind and to give
more sexual drive. If a person can afford to e*tt Saram food in large quantities, he
can have frequent coitus without feeling weakness (durbot). Cooling food, like
vegetarian food, decreases sexual drive and appetite. A satisfactory sexual life is
also seen to depend on the general health status of a person. Rich garam food is
seen to affect positively the quality of blood.

Muslim villagers explained that Hindu

families have fewer children because of the vegetarian i.e. cooling diet they follow.
Muslim men were considered to have more strength (shokto) for sexual life and
Muslim women were considered to be more fertile than Hindu women. Even
though an active sexual life is considered good for mental and bodily well-being'
many of the villagers said that limited coitus is also necessary and good for health as
it maintains the purity of blood and keeps skin, especially female skin, in good
condition. The loss of semen, whether in nocturnal emission (sophno dosh), masturbation or excessive coitus is deemed to cause anxiety.
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Female semen (ras, rasa)
Røs, the female semen, is the counterpart of male semen, åU, both of which are
(1982),
needed for successful conception. According to Maloney, Aziz and Sarker
parents.
this theory supports the tendency to construct kinship links through both

First, the rar¿¡ means juice, sap or liquid. More widely the concept of ras(a) belongs to the cofe of the South Asian theory of aesthetics. The concept of ra¡¿ has
its roots in Sanskrit poetics and has multiple meanings both in Bengali and Sanskrit:
In ifs most concrete form, rasa refers to elements like flavour, taste, juice. In an abstract sense it is seen as love, strong atl,achment, delight and pleasure and finally as
semen (see Cashin 1993)'
ln a broad semantic sense, røsút refers to the flavour, taste or essence of something that can be experienced and extracted in various ways. Rasa is also considered

for enjoyment, just like hunger is a necessary condition for
the enjoyment of delicious food (Ioomey l99l: 161-163).
The concept of ras(a) originates from the Sanskrit root rai-, meaning to be red,
to be coloured, sometimes it is also used for menstrual blood. It is also seen as a
powerful and generative sexual fluid and a source of life, because out of menstrual
blood the mother forms and then feed the foetus. In Orissa raja is also used to mean
the colourless fe¡nale sexual fluid a woman is believed to secr€te during sexual
intercourse. Ras has also been connected to the Bengali wotd rosha which means
juicy, and used to describe different kinds of vegetables and fruits.
One of my neighbours, Johura Kathon, explained that 'if the juice of youth
Çauhaner rus) dries up', her husband will no longer feel anracæd to her. She
a necessafy condition

explained that contraceptive pills and general ageing dries women up:
A dried women does not emit female semen any more, her skin becomes dry and hard,
and her breasts are just a pair of nipples. When the female semen (ras) is less, women
will lose the sofrness of their body and they will suffer because of the dryness in the
vagina and birth canal, and the sexual excitement is reduced.

Emission of semen is seen as a cause for concem. For a girl or a woman'
lubrication is often considered as an emission of female semen. Noctumal emission
is referred Ío as sophno do.r, meaning dream-fault, Sophno refers to dream and the
concept of das implies any fault, illness or bodily malfunction.
Sophno dos is shameful, but unlike masturbation (hat mara), it is believed to

of soromfiøiia,
get fid of the
rvay
to
best
people
said
that
the
old
i.e. modesty and shame. Some
'bad habits' like nocrumal emission and masturbation is to get married. It is also
betieved that the loss of semen, which is both male and female substance, deteriorates the quality of semen and can cause impotence and unhealthy offspring.

be involuntary ancl does not induce so much guilt, but causes feeling
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Ifthesharedsubstance,thecombinationofbothfemaleandmalesemenis
The villagers consider that tlæ
perfect, the children will be healthy and intelligent.
and female semen arp essentially of the
semen is always gendered by Allatr. Male
both are needed and combined in pregnancy
same substance. They are the same but

andtheformationofachildlneithertwofemalesemennortwomalesemena¡e
capableofthis.Asmaleandfemalesemensaresaidtobcomplementary'soafe
femaleandmalebodies.Malewithoutfemaleandviceversaisincomplete.

CONCLUSTONS
(19?6 z 122-l?A'), the complementari$
According to Lina Fruzzetti and Ákos östör
and femaleness' Analogical ideas of
extends to the abstract concepts of maleness
the seed and the soil, arc linked to and
vessel and the hotder of the vessel, as well
child in the womb' Male is not opposed
encompass a third unit, the fruit(phot),the
the latter in a hiera¡chical relationship'
to female; Rather tt iorm" tn"otpu""'
" the father's blood in every way' but it is the patemal line
The mothercomplements
increased and completed by the matemal
that is canied, it is his blood tlrat is being

line.

BloodisasubstancethatisconcePtualisedinBengaliterms,ashavingissued
fromthefather,butiscorrplementedandcompletedbymother.Femaleandmaleto
and line (bongso\ need female blood
are in a reversible retationiip: Male blood
bttt
as a vessel is 'established' (sthapan kora)
be completed and the groom, puffa,
øroj Vy women in maniage (Fruzzetti & Ostör 1976')'
is ,insralled'

çrotistía

Aftermarriagewomenjointhehusband'sline,butstillcarrytheirfather'sblood
(rokto)'Amarriedwomanretainsherbloodtieswithherpatemalkinafterher
line is an enduring one' even
The manied woman's rie with her father's
marriage.

will not pass their blood to her children'
Intheoriesandspeculationsonconceptionandmarriage,theunitsofhierof equivain relation to each other, consisting of units

though she

archical action a¡e derived

con& ostör 1916). The villagers suggest that the
by Allahand tlren depends upon the
tinuity of life in any rorm is prcdicted fint
male contributes' The imagining and exappropriate combination of female and
Muslim villagers of
between females and males among the

lence and difference (Fruzzetti

pressing relatedness

Mayaparaislargelyanexerciseinimaginggendercomplementarity;maleand
female,atanideationallevel,standonequalfootingandcomplementeachother.
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